Q-Law Town Hall Meeting – June 17, 2020
Reports and Query Writing in Q-LawE
Understanding the Data Storage
Data is stored in a mixture of local FoxPro tables and remote SQL tables. Local tables are still saved in
the Q-Law root drive (QlawE\data), but remote tables are saved on the SQL server.
Remote tables are typically:
1. Tables that are case-related and dynamic, created to gain stability and give access to thirdparty reporting tools as well as access through new technology and products.
2. Tables containing secure data where users could take advantage of numerous securityrelated features.
3. Tables at or exceeding size limitations of FoxPro (2gig).
Remote tables are accessible by Q-Law, SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS), or any SQL-serversupported third-party tool.
The following is the most current list of remote tables:
Abkrfile
Aodmain
Autorevlog
Btrust
Closed
Courtproc
Custbill
Debaddress
Dgarn
Dlien
Dphone
Edistatus
Intupdate
Lethist
Milaff
Payeft
Ptp_acct
Qremote
Sheriff
Status
Trans
Worknowlog
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Aclist
Arbitrate
Bitem
Caseptp
Codes
Cp_complain
Dasset
Debt
Dispute
Dname
Dserve
Employer
Judge
Lprocnote
Mort_def
Phondial
Ptp_cc
Reseller
Special
Tags
Upatient
Wpdocs

Actlist
Att
Btrucase
Certmail
Cost
Credlist
Dcal
Deceased
Dlegal
Dnote
Edilog
Fin_prof
Ktime
Media
Paycard
Placed
Ptp_check
Scancode
Statedefs
Tagslist
Updates
Zipcounty
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Amr_log
Attevent
Btrudet
Cliptodo
Court
Cust
Deadline
Desk
Dletter
Dnotedial
Edimatrix
Foreclos
Legproc
Message
Paycardh
Plaintif
Ptp_list
Scanfile
Staterule
Tbatch
Userlist
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Tips & Tricks
Try building a remote report using SSMS prior to building the report in Q-LawE. SSMS has useful
guides/tools that will help with the report writing. SSMS has different colors for
commands/fields/tables, which will help locate fields within a table and allows for multiple
queries/results all at once.

Creating a Report & Query
To begin a new Report & Query, from the Main menu, click [Reports query].

Then from the existing list of reports, double-click on any report – then click [Edit].

Then click [Add new].

Confirm to add a new report by clicking [Yes].
And then click [OK] on the next prompt.
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A Duplicate report is now created. Remove all the data to create a whole new report or modify the
existing report if desired.
•

Modify the Description, Report output, Fields, Where, Sort by, and SQL screen accordingly.

The Report-Building Screen

1. The report number – this field cannot be edited

2. Select FIRM for firm-wide report (all clients) or select CLIENT for client-specific report (requires

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

#7)
The internal description for the report
The date of the report
The beginning date for the report’s date range – use mbegdate in where clause
The ending date for the report’s date range – use menddate in where clause
Client code field to enter the custid or master custid for client-specific reports OR check the box
to activate [Select clients to process]; using this button, users can check boxes to select which
clients to process
Select User name – pusername variable used in the where clause (username = pusername)
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9. Select Desk code – pdep variable used in the where clause (debt.collect = pdep)
10. Report export format (e.g., XLS Plain, CSV, Tab Delimited, PDF)
11. Report location and filename when report is generated (Q:\QlawE\temp\YourFILENAME)
12. If the report needs to be password protected, enter the password for the report
13. Check to send the report to report distribution (Email, Save to client folder) if PDF output is
selected
14. [Customize selection] can be used to help build the selection statement for a field
15. The title of the report when exported/saved
16. Notes field for internal use; anything entered in this field is NOT included in the report
17. The primary table for the report query (DEBT is default)
18. Select [DataDict] to display all fields for the primary table
19. [SQL] is used to determine remote versus local query
20. Create a new report format filename
21. Report format filename
22. Date the report was last run
23. User who ran last report
24. Fields and tables to query in report; include table joins in this section
25. Where clause to determine what fields/tables to use
26. Enter fields to sort by when report is generated
27. Run a custom program prior to report generating (requires Vertican support)
28. Run a custom program after report is generated (requires Vertican support)
29. Security level required to run report
30. Report Job type
31. [Run report] will generate report

Building a Report
REMOTE \ LOCAL\ COMBINATION
Determine if the report will query only remote tables, only local tables, or a combination of both remote
and local (when using GETINTEREST function, must use combination setup even if all tables are remote
tables).
•

ONLY REMOTE TABLES: If all tables are remote, click [SQL]. Then check the box next to Remote
Execute. The bottom fields will be grayed out. Select [Exit]. Note [SQL] in the reports and query
screen will display green. Proceed to writing the selection statement.
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•

ONLY LOCAL TABLES: If all the tables are local, [SQL] should remain gray. (If [SQL] is selected,
the screen should be blank except for the report number). Proceed to writing the selection
statement.

•

COMBINATION LOCAL AND REMOTE TABLES: If pulling from both local and remote tables, or if
user needs to query using a syntax not supported by SQL (GETINTEREST, for example):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click [SQL].
The remote execute box MUST BE UNCHECKED.
The report number must always match the report number from the report-building screen.
Enter a table name in the Table field (the first record should match the primary table).
To add another table, right-click on a current table and select [Add new].
The Where clause field determines what data to query from the remote table and store
locally to generate the reports.
o This process will download the data from the remote SQL table and store it in a local
FoxPro version of the table (this is important to keep in mind because there are size
limits in FoxPro tables – e.g., the entire debt table cannot be downloaded due to the
number of records).
o The system uses the where clause in the SQL screen to determine what to download to
the local tables; then the system will apply the where clause from the report screen to
generate the reports.
o Entering INIT|cdate is null would pull all active cases from the debt table. Entering JOIN
in the dlegal table would pull all active accounts with corresponding dlegal records.

o

When in the SQL screen, the tables are all joined using the OURFILE field. When joining
tables that also contain the ourfile field, the JOIN command can be entered in the where
clause. However, for tables where the ourfile field is not used (e.g., CUST), the where
clause should be left blank.
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7. After tables have been joined, select [X] in the top right corner to close the pop-up. Be sure
to select [YES] on the next pop-up to save changes.
8. [SQL] will remain gray upon returning to the report-building screen.
9. Proceed to writing the selection statement.
SELECTION STATEMENT
The selection statement determines which fields to report and from which tables.
FIELDS – The fields section is where users enter the various fields that should be pulled into
the report and distinguishes the tables from which the fields should be pulled.
o Fieldnames should be entered as table.fieldname (e.g., debt.cdate).
o Multiple fieldnames are separated by a comma (debt.cdate, debt.custid).
o To change the header for the fieldname, enter as HEADER after the fieldname. The
header cannot have any spaces in the name (e.g., debt.cdate as CLOSED_DATE).
o Depending on the report type, certain syntax must be used for reporting –
See SQL v FoxPro Syntax.

•

REMOTE
SQL Syntax

Null: Debt.cdate is null

o

from debt

LOCAL
FoxPro Syntax

qempty: qempty(Debt.cdate)

COMBINATION
FoxPro Syntax

qempty: qempty(Debt.cdate)

After all the fieldnames have been entered, the table name must be distinguished
using the from command (e.g., debt.cdate from debt).
 Setting the table varies depending on REMOTE\LOCAL\COMBINATION.

REMOTE
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from .\data\prepay
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COMBINATION
From debt (remote)
From .\data\prepay (local)
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o
o

If more than one table is used, all tables must be joined using the join command.
When joining tables, tables must be joined on fields that exist as the same value in
both tables (e.g., ourfile, custid, trustid). This statement appears right after the join
command, using on table.fieldname = table.fieldname.
 Joining multiple tables varies depending on REMOTE\LOCAL\COMBINATION.

REMOTE
from debt join trans on
debt.ourfile = trans.ourfile

•

LOCAL
from .\data\prepay join
.\data\costreq on prepay.ourfile
= costreq.ourfile

COMBINATION
From debt join .\data\prepay on
debt.ourfile = prepay.ourfile

WHERE – The where section determines the actual selection criteria for creating the report.
o The where section can use any fields from tables referenced in the fields section.
Joins are not required in the where section.
 If additional tables are required for the where clause, they must be joined in
the field section even if none of the fields from that table are reported.
o Multiple conditions are separated by the AND command (e.g., debt.cdate is null and
trans.custid = ‘TEST’).
o To use the date range in the report setup screen, use the mbegdate and menddate
variables.

EXAMPLE COMBINATION REPORT
In the example report, a combination must be used because of the GETDOCDATE command. This is a
FoxPro command, so it cannot be used in a SQL/remote query.
Fields: debt.ourfile, debt.custid, cust.cname, debt.creditor, tags.tag, debt.assdate as open_date,
dlegal.judgdate as judgment_date, debt.cdate as closed_date, debt.paydate as last_pay_date,
dlegal.ct_state, dlegal.judgsatis as soj_date, dgarn.active as active_garn, dgarn.cancel as
garn_release_date, dlien.active as active_lien, dlien.liendate as lien_history_date, dlegal.liendate as
lien_date, dlien.lrelease as lien_release_date, GETDOCDATE(debt.ourfile, 'B13') from DEBT left join TAGS
on debt.ourfile = tags.ourfile left join DLIEN on debt.ourfile = dlien.ourfile left join DLEGAL on
debt.ourfile = dlegal.ourfile left join DGARN on debt.ourfile = dgarn.ourfile right join CUST on debt.custid
= cust.custid

Where: debt.custid = "C6305" and debt.cdate is null
Sort by: debt.custid
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[SQL] SQL Server Table Link screen:

SQL v FoxPro Syntax
1. Using quotations
In SQL, queries must use a single quote instead of a double quote for any location where quotes
are used.
a. In SQL use: ourfile = '1234'
b. Instead of: ourfile = "1234"
2. IIF statements
In SQL, IIF statements have changed.
a. In SQL use: Case when 1=1 then 'true' else 'false' end
b. Instead of: IIF( 1=1, 'true ', ' false ')
c. Example: Case when dlegal.caseno = '' then 'empty' else dlegal.caseno end
3. Empty() v “Is Null”
In SQL, when a foreign key reference or date value is not set, there is no “Empty” concept – you
must use “Is null” instead.
a. In SQL use: XXX IS NULL
b. Instead of: Isnull(xxx) or Empty(xxx)
c. Example:
o Select * from debt where CDATE is null (for all open accounts)
o Select * from debt where CDATE is not null (for all closed accounts)
4. Empty data field
In SQL, if the record exists but there is no data in the record, empty cannot be used.
a. In SQL use: xxx = " -or- LEN(xxx) = 0 (when xxx is char field)
Vertican Technologies, Inc.
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b. Instead of: Empty(xxx)
c. Example: where LEN(debt.comaker)= 0
5. Retrieving dates
In order to retrieve the current date for a report or custom field:
a. In SQL use:
i. To retrieve a date: GETDATE()
o Returns: 2015-05-15 14:41:19.727
ii. For System Date & Time: SYSDATETIME()
o Returns: 2015-05-15 14:40:32.6616249
Note, this syntax will return a more precise system date and time.
b. Instead of Date field return: DATE()
c. Example: Select ourfile, cdate, GETDATE()as 'report date' from debt where CDATE > dateadd(m,
-2, getdate()) order by cdate 1 (report on closed accounts in the last two months)

6. Date ranges
Greater than/Less than date use is similar, other than the actual date syntax itself. Between is
part of the language rather than called as a function.
a. In SQL use: assdate between ‘2011-05-04’ and ‘2011-12-04’ -or- assdate> '2011-05-04'
and assdate < '2011-05-06'
b. Instead of: IBETWEEN(assdate '2011-05-04', '2011-05-06')
c. Example: select ourfile, rtrim(DFNAME)+' '+DLNAME as Name,assdate from debt where
assdate between '2014-09-01' and '2014-12-31'order by assdate (accounts assigned last
quarter 2014)
7. Using an Inlist concept
In SQL, the “Inlist” syntax is slightly different. As with FoxPro, the user can include a hardcoded
list or select from a list.
a. In SQL use: debt.custid in (‘BANK, ‘CREDITOR’, ‘CREDIT UNION’)
b. Instead of: Inlist(debt.custid, ‘BANK, ‘CREDITOR’, ‘CREDIT UNION’
c. Example: select ourfile, dfname, dss from debt where ourfile in (select ourfile from dname
where LNAME = 'HUGHES')

8. Reserved words used as field names were modified
In SQL, fields named using reserved words had to be modified; following is the current list,
subject to additions.

1

See dateadd() parameters at https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms186819.aspx
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Instead of (FoxPro)

Use (SQL)

"DESC"

"DESCR"

"UPDATE"

"D_UPDATE"

"GROUP"

"QGROUP"

"DATABASE"

"DBF"

"WHERE"

"QWHERE"

"CONVERT"

"QCONVERT"

"OF"

"QOF"

"FROM"

"QFROM"

"READ"

"QREAD"

"USER"

"QUSER"

"LINENO"

"QLINENO"

"EMPTY"

"QEMPTY"

9. Wildcard function for queries (replacing $ syntax)
In SQL, a wildcard function is supported to allow the user to create a query for similar naming
conventions. The wildcard function character is “%” and can be used anywhere in the naming
convention of the value sought. Note the keyword “like” is used instead of an equal sign.
a. TEST%: This will return TEST1, TEST 2, TEST3, or any other name with the prefix as TEST.
b. %Coast: This will return West Coast, East Coast, or any other name with the suffix as
coast.
c. %Construction%: This will return Bank Construction Company, Joe’s Construction, or
any other name with Company in the middle of the name, including if Construction is
the first or last word.
d. Example: select CUSTID, CNAME, FILEAS from cust where CNAME like '%Investments%'
order by cname, custid
10. Trimming out extra spaces (Alltrim)
In SQL Server 2008, the “alltrim” function does not exist. Normally rtrim() is sufficient but, if
leading and trailing space removal is required, both ltrim and rtrim can be used.
a. In SQL use: rtrim(ltrim(xxxx))
b. Instead of: alltrim(xxxx)
c. Example: rtrim(ltrim(dlegal.ctname))
11. Substring concept
In SQL, the user must write out the full substring instead of the abbreviation.
a. In SQL use: substring(xxx,1,1)
b. Instead of: substr(xxx,1,1)
c. Example: substring (cust.cname, 9, 5)
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12. Padl function
There is no pad left/pad right function in SQL Server 2008; to accomplish this, the user can
combine left or right plus replicate.
a. In SQL use: left(xxx+ replicate(' ',10),10)
b. Instead of: Padl(xxx,10,' ')
c. Example: select ourfile, left(dfname+ replicate(' ',10),10) as 'dfname padded' from debt
13. DTOC
In SQL, DTOC does not exist; there are similar functions, but they are not identical.
a. In SQL use: CAST or CONVERT
b. Instead of: DTOC
c. SQL Example: select ourfile, cast(cdate as varchar)+' date as text' as date from debt
where CDATE is not null
d. VFP example: SELECT ourfile, cdate, DTOC(cdate)+' test' as datestring FROM debt
WHERE !empty(cdate)
14. Logical values
In SQL, logical values depicted as .t. or .f. have changed to 1 and 0.
a. In SQL use: XXXX= 1 for true and XXXX= 0
b. Instead of: XXXX= .t. or XXXX=.f.
c. Example: Select ourfile, dlname, alertdate from debt where ALERTBKR = 1
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Work Case
Task Manager
Working your accounts is key to success. They will not work themselves and make you money, although
that would be very convenient. Some automation tools can take many manual burdens away; however,
there will always be some things that have to be handled manually. That is where the information in this
session will be helpful. Learning how to use all the tools in the Task Manager. From the Main menu click
[Work case] – then click [Task manager].

1. Select Desk to work – Select your desk from the list of the users’ setup.
2. Include dates from –Used to create a working list for a future date. The from date is preset to
the oldest past due task date, tickler date, etc. for tasks and deskwork. But when working items
via Docket 8) and Calendar 13), it honors the from date selected. But this box must be checked
to enable a future date or specific date range for a working list.
3. to – The future date you select when checking the Include dates from box.
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Select Task
Choose a method to work the accounts
4. Desk work – Work the accounts based on desk assignment (debt.collect) and the tickler date
(debt.update). Once you click [Start work now], Q-Law will create a working list of all accounts
assigned to the selected and the tickler date due or past due.
5. New LanEmail – Work the accounts by Lan Mails sent to your current user from the accounts (or
that reference an ourfile). These Lan Mails are the ones in your Inbox. Once you click [Start work
now], Q-Law will create the working list and you can begin to work the accounts associated to
the Lan Mails you received.
6. LanEmail Todo – Work accounts using the old workflow todo system (was replaced by task
codes). View the Action tab of the account work screen you can add a todo item for your user.
7. New documents – Work all accounts that are assigned to the selected desk where documents
have been added to the file and not opened/read. Once a document has been opened in the
Documents tab of the account, then that document will be removed from the working list.
8. Docket review – Work the accounts based on the date in the dlegal.courtdate field. This option
honors the dates from and to fields both and will pull a working list of all accounts where there
was a hearing date in the dlegal.courtdate field for all desks (debt.collect). It does not evaluate
the DCAL table so, if there are multiple hearings dates for an account, it only looks at those
appearing in the legal screen.
9. TASks – Since task codes tell the users to perform specific jobs on the accounts, task codes are
the preferred method of working accounts. By choosing tasks it will create a working list of all
accounts that have task codes that are due or past due for the selected desk.
10. Post batch payments – This method will be used by the bookkeepers when posting payments to
the accounts. This method is normally used for exceptions and manual payments that cannot be
autoposted in the Bookkeeping menu using Collection Batch Payments. The bookkeepers will
create a batch of payments in the Bookkeeping menu by using the Collection Batch Payments
option. Then they will go to the task manager, select the batch to post from the dropdown list,
and click [Start work now]. Choose the first account in the list (batch) – Q-Law will open that
account paycard. Click [Receipt]. If you are posting older batches, it may ask you to confirm the
transaction date first. The amount of the payment for that account in the batch is already
populated. The bookkeeper clicks [Quick Post] to post the payments. Q-Law will post the
payment accordingly, then exit to the account paycard. Then click [Next] on the bottom right to
go to the next account in your list. Quick Post may not always work, especially in cases where
costs need to be refunded or if there is a receiver is on the account (cannot quick post 04
payment types).
11. Custom work list – Select a previously saved custom work list from the box on the bottom right
then click [Start work now]. Q-Law will create a working list based on the perimeters outlined in
the selected custom work list.
12. Post cost checks – This method will be used by the bookkeepers to manually post cost checks to
the accounts. Task codes, DDAS, and manual user requests of costs can be done on the
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

accounts. This is the process of posting those costs to the account and cutting the checks. Select
the Batch (Approved, Error, Pending, Hold-DDAS), then choose how to sort the accounts listed in
your working list (by Payname, Costcode, Byuser, Payto). Once you click [Start work now],
Q-Law creates the working list. Select the first account in the list and the system will open to
the paycard of that account. Next click [Disburse]. The curser will be in the cost code field. Tab
out of that field and the amounts, payto, etc., will populate. Next click [Calculate]. It will advise
if ready to post, then click [Post Item]. Choose to preview or print check. Once you have printed
the check, confirm it printed correctly, click [Exit]. It will open the Paycard screen. Click [Next] to
go to the next account in the list and repeat. There is an optional module, Cost Check Auto Post,
that can make this process more automated.
Calendar for – Work accounts where calendar events have been added to the selected user’s
Calendar from the account level (calendar items reference an OURFILE). This method also
honors the FROM and TO fields.
Clipboard List – When you copy a list of OURFILEs, CUSTFILES, NCUSTFILES, or FCCUSTFILES from
a spreadsheet, it places that information on a clipboard list. Clicking [Clipboard List], identifies
which field you are matching. If you need to edit the list before or after a match, or to exclude
closed cases, click [OK]. Q-Law will automatically select the clipboard list work method, so when
you click [Start work now], it creates a working list for you to then go into the first account on
the list and utilize [Next] and [Previous] in the bottom right corner of the screen to move
between the file listed in your clipboard list.
Start work now – Click to create the working list and bring up the accounts created from the
method you chose. Once you click this, you have the option to list the accounts to an Excel
spreadsheet.
Refresh# – This is a process that refreshes the totals you see in the lower left corner for the desk
you selected. It is a summary of Deskwork and Task codes. The boxes on the left identify the
accounts assigned to that desk and the tickler (debt.update) date field on the accounts. The
boxes on the right look for task codes assigned to the chosen desk and the task due dates.
Report – Instead of using a working list or Excel that can be created when clicking [Start work
now], choose Report and it will list your accounts to a pdf form that can be printed.

Limit Items to Include
Limit which accounts appear in the list. By default, the list of accounts created will default to all accounts
that have criteria that flag it for the method chosen. For example: if an account has a task code that
needs to be completed that is assigned to the desk selected where the due date of the task code is
either due or past due, the account will appear on the list of accounts.
18. Type – The field in the account is debt.type and located on the main Work Case screen. It can
be modified in the Update screen. You can limit the accounts that appear in your list to a specific
type. You can also check the box to include all companion files as well.
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19. Client – Choose a specific custid for which your list is created, such as a list of all the tasks that
are past due for a particular desk and only for a designated client. This is supported for the
following methods: deskwork, email, todo, docket, calendar, and tasks.
20. There are other identifying fields in the accounts that can help limit the accounts that appear in
your selected list (debt.depart, debt.salesman, debt.filetype, debt.aid, debt.forwlist). All but
Salesman appear on the Work Case screen of the account. The Salesman field appears in the
Edit screen. You can select which field by which to limit your account list by selecting one of the
following from the dropdown list: DEPART, FILETYPE, AID, FORWLIST or SALESMAN. Then in the
box to the right of the dropdown, you input the VALUE for the option you select to limit your list
of accounts.
21. TAS from – When you select the method of TASKS you can limit the accounts to those that have
tasks that are due in your date range to a range of tasks. The list will contain all those account
that have task code that are due from the task code you input in the FROM field to the task code
in the TO field and all those in between sequentially by alpha or numeric depending on your task
code design.
22. TAS to – To the task code input in the TO field and all those in between sequentially by alpha or
numeric depending on your task code design.
23. include all desks – Pulls a list of all tasks that are due or past due, or to pull a list of specific task
codes regardless of to whom the task codes are assigned, check the box next to include all
desks. This function does not take into consideration the desk selected or defaulted.
24. High – Pulls a list of task codes that are due for the desk selected that are marked as High
priority only; check the box next to High.
25. Quick review – Checking this will disable the emergency note box from popping up in your
working list. This means as you move from one account to the next in your working list by
clicking [Next] and [Previous] on the account in the lower right corner, the emergency note box
along with alerts will be disabled and will not appear.
26. Sort by – This option is limited to TASK work. It enables the user to sort the list that is created.
You can choose to sort by Task Date, Task Code, Custid, Ctcounty, or Balance.
27. Summary – Enables a user to pull a list of Task codes that are due for that user and how many of
each task that is due to be completed. This summary allows the user to double-click on a task in
the list and Q-Law creates a working list of accounts for that task code only. It also displays if the
task is an auto executable task as well. If you select Include all desks as described in 23), a
summary appears of all tasks codes that are due or past due for the firm and how many of each
task code are due.
28. Limit to task set – This is limited to working accounts by Tasks; in the Task Code Manager in the
Maintenance menu, where you create and set up the task codes. You can assign a task set to
each task code. This option enables you to limit the accounts that appear in the list to only those
that have task codes that are due that are assigned to a specified Task Set. The dropdown list
can be used to pick from the list of established task sets for your firm.
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29. State – This option is limited to working an account by task only and uses the primary debtor’s
state of residence. You can limit the accounts in your list to those accounts that have task codes
due for the selected desk or all desks where the debtor resides, in TX for example.

Custom Work List
If none of the previously discussed methods and limits work for your need to work your accounts, you
can also build Custom Lists of your own. You can use the custom work lists to create working lists, create
a report to be run, or even to utilize the processing options tool.
30. [Build custom list] – This option is controlled by security levels. If you do not have a high enough
security level, you cannot build custom lists. Click [Build custom list] to open the List build
screen. Select the perimeters to be used and select conditions to evaluate to help build your
optimal list.

Select Conditions
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a) In the screen, the first column (Group) identifies the type of data (BALANCE =
Balance due (To datelp).
b) Once you select an item in that list, at the top you can choose the condition you
wish to place on the item by selecting it from the dropdown list (= equal to, < less
than, > greater than, NB Not Blank).
c) If you are having difficulty locating a data field to evaluate, you can always use
the Keyword search at the bottom to help you locate the list of available data
fields.
d) The box to the right is the information to compare the data to (Balance >
5000.00.
e) There are some other limitations you can select such as Exclude non-master
companion files, include closed cases, or limit to the desks assigned to the users
creating the list.
f) Once you have selected the conditions and criteria click [Use]. That will lock
those conditions for your list. If you need to make changes select the additional
conditions and criteria, but then you will have to click [Use] again. At the bottom
of the screen you can choose the following:
o [See list] – To view the list of accounts that matched the criteria; you can
also list to excel from that screen.
o [Processing options] – Will also bring up the list of accounts but, when
you exit, the processing options screen appears and you can choose from
the options available. (Processing options is a powerful tool and MUST be
used with caution and understanding.)
o [OK] – Generates a working list so you can pull up the account from the
list and then maneuver thru the list of accounts by clicking the [Next] or
[Previous] buttons in the bottom of the account screen
g) Once you have locked in your selection Criteria by clicking [Use], You can click on
the Fields Sort by tab at the top to change the data that is returned in your
list/report or change the Sort By criteria to change the order in which the
accounts are listed. The Sort By criteria to be used MUST appear in the fields
section.
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Fields-Sortyby

h) If you choose to change the data that is returned in your list/report, click
[Select field groups to include] at the bottom of this screen. Confirm to
discard current content and then a list will appear.
i) The list that appears is all the data fields that are available in the Build
Custom list feature. Choose the data fields to appear in your list/report by
checking the box on the left of the data field. When finished, click
[Select record]. This updates the Fields to Show box with your data fields.
j) Once you have decided on your fields to show and your sort by options, you
can click the Select Advanced tab at the top of the screen. Once you enter
this screen you can choose to completely change your selection criteria. Or
simply save your current criteria so that it can be pulled at a future date. To
do so, simply give you list a name, choose if it is Public or Personal
(determines who can use the list). Then click [Save for Future Use]. To be
used for saved lists in the future. See 11) above.
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Select Advanced

k) [See list] – Opens the list of accounts pursuant to your conditions and
criteria, but once you see the list, you can exit the list and still make changes
if needed. In this screen you can also choose to list the accounts to an Excel
spreadsheet.
l) [OK] – Creates the working list. It opens the list of accounts compiled and
then you can click on one of the accounts in the list. Q-Law will open the
account and you can move to the next or previous accounts in the list by
selecting the applicable button in the lower right of the account screen
[Next] or [Previous].
m) Click [Cancel-Exit] to return to the Task Manager screen.
n) Processing Options – Requires an even higher security level to access and is a
very powerful tool. When you click the button, Q-law compiles your list of
accounts. When you click [Select] or [Exit], Q-Law will open the Processing
Options screen. You can also access processing options from the Clip Board
List. In this screen you have a variety of options to choose from.
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Processing Options

o) You can choose to mass add, delete, redate, complete or reject a specific task code
for all the accounts in the list. Select the task code in question from the dropdown list
or if you know what the task is you can type it in the box as well (upper case). If you
are adding or redating a task code, you can choose the number of days out from
today’s date for the task to be due.
p) You can mass add a specific note and note type to all the accounts in the list. Type in
the note to add in the box. Select the note type then click [Add Note].
q) You can select a task list and date for which to calculate the due date of each task
code in the task list and add the whole list of task codes to the accounts in the list.
Select the task list from the dropdown list and enter the date to be used, then click
[Apply set task date]. [See final list] is optional; you can also click [Edit list of task] to
edit the task codes that appear in the lists and, last, click [Add task list to case].
r) You can choose to add an hourly billing item to each of the account is the list. Click
[Add Items] to open a screen where you can enter in the Bill type, Bill date, Amount
to bill, Timekeeper, Expense code, and description for the hourly Item you are adding
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to all of the accounts in the list. When finished, tab out of the last field and a box
appears asking you to confirm to add the hourly item.
s) You can add an EDI status code or select to use the Receiver EDI by typing in the
Q-Law status code (upper case) to be added and then click [Add status]. You have to
know the status code to be used. This process will report the EDI status code you
have associated to the Q-Law status code in you EDI matrix setup so that the next
time you do a maintenance export, the EDI status will be reported.
t) You can move the accounts to a new desk. Enter in the desk code and click [Update].
This will change the assignment in the debt.collect field, but it will not move any task
code assignments.
u) Finally, the most powerful function, you can mass change a data field for all the
accounts in the list. Choose the table the data field is stored in by clicking [Database].
You can choose to add a note to the file with the change by checking the box next to
Add note with data field update. Then select the field(s) in the table to update from
the dropdown list. Then in the box to the right of each field (Update to new value)
you will type in the value to which the field should be changed. **WARNING** This
is a powerful tool, and you will be changing the data field to the same updated value
for all the accounts in the list; it cannot be undone automatically. To undo the
change, you must manually go through each file and change the field back. An
example of use would be to mass change the complaint date on a list of accounts
(dlegal.compdate). Once you have selected the database (table), fields, and new data
values, click [Run Update] to begin updating the select field with the new data for all
the accounts in your list.
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Work Log
Power users must go beyond what they are being told by the end users and review user worklogs to
identify inefficiencies. This worklog report will give detailed information about every file touch the user
makes including:
•
•
•
•

The date/time ourfile was touched
The duration of file touch
A filtered view of the KTIME table for just this user
Being listed to Excel

o Additionally, the ourfile list can then be loaded into cliplist for further file review.
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Tracking User Touches in the Work Log
By reviewing the number of file touches as well as the duration of each file touch, you can quickly
identify which file processes are taking the longest for your users to complete. Some variation is
expected as it takes more time for a user to have a phone conversation with the court as opposed to just
logging a simple note. However, what this tool does is beyond what the user will report to you and
shows you where their time is really being spent. If you are finding that a user is regularly spending
several minutes in each file, you can then determine what task/function the user was doing, and flag it
as something to automate.
This is accessed from [Work Log] on the Work Case screen:

When loading this ourfile list into a cliplist, you can then review each file in a worklist to really get hands
on with what the user was doing in each account and what steps the user took to properly work the file.
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Tracking Ourfile Touches in the Work Log
Whether it is identifying which user may have accessed a file or identifying why an ourfile might be so
labor-intensive, the case work log is also a valuable tool. This screen will show you the date and time
that any user touched the file. In reviewing a batch of files, you can quickly determine which stage of
your legal process is taking the most time based on which users are spending the most time in the
ourfile.
To access this screen, click [Work Log] inside of the Misc menu:
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Tracking Data Field Updates in Change Log
Change log is an underutilized tool in Q-Law. We track all data field updates in this table along with the
user, date, and time that the change was made. Reviewing the change log during a particular workflow
process will show a power user every data field update that is currently being made by the end users.
To access this screen, click [Change Log] from the Misc menu:
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Q-Law Job Scheduler
Job scheduler is an optional module that allows your office to schedule specific jobs to run automatically
at any time of the day. This feature utilizes Microsoft Windows Task Scheduler to start the Q-Law job
scheduler that will ultimately run the scheduled jobs that you have slated to run. The job scheduler can
be set up to run a variety of batch jobs, maintenance processes, processing of batch documents, and
even to run reports and email them out to users.
The Q-Law job scheduler supports a number of exciting processes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Allow multiple scheduler computers to run different jobs, each job may be set to a specific
computer using Windows Computer names
Link the running of a job to the successful completion of another job
Ability to put a job on hold
Job scheduler will automatically hold any job that did not complete its previous run with a status
of SUCCESS
Multiple jobs can be set to start at the same time and then be given a run order to prioritize and
sort your jobs
Capture the time it took for a job to run, the number of seconds a job took is recorded in the
jobs log file allowing you to evaluate the history of job's run time
Set a list of non-admin users who may be able to run a job on demand using the manual Job
scheduler run feature
Set a job to generate and send a report using Internet Email
Use the job scheduler to grab an existing file or report file and send that file using internet
email; files that include date stamps can also be included by setting a dynamic naming
convention
Send reports or files to multiple email addresses
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The Job Scheduler screen is located in Maintenance. Navigate to Maintenance  System Maintenance
– Admin tab and then select [Auto Job Scheduler]. The Job Scheduler Version 2 screen looks like this:
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Creating a New Job
Creating a new job is as easy as selecting [Create Job] and completing the configuration page for that
new job. Once a job is run to generate a report, a copy of the generated report will always be stored in
the ".\qlaw\scheduler_reports" folder. If no email address is entered in the "Report Email" field, the
report will still be generated but will not be emailed out.
•
•
•
•

Navigate to Maintenance  System Maintenance – Admin tab  [Auto Job Scheduler]
Click [Create Job]
Click [Yes] to confirm to add a new job
You will be taken to the Job Detail screen below

Job Detail Screen Explained
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1. TaskID – Each job is automatically assigned a unique numeric task ID to identify that particular
job.
2. Active – Indicates if the job is active or not. Checked means that the job is active and will
automatically run when scheduled. If not checked, the job will not automatically run.
3. Hold – Placing a job on hold, either manually or by the system after an error, will prevent an
active job from running until the hold is cleared.
4. Next Run Date – Indicates the date and time that this particular job will run next.
5. Next – Navigate to the next job in the list.
6. Previous – Navigate to the previous job in the list.
7. Exit – Exits the job and takes you back to the previous screen.
8. Job Description – A free form user defined description for your job.
9. UserList – users who may run manual scheduler job – Indicates a list of users that would have
the authority to run the job locally on their PC without giving them security access to the Job
Detail screen. Usernames are separated with commas for multiple users.
10. Lan notify User Name – Each time a job runs, it will send a LanMail to a user indicated in this
field. If you do not want the job to send out LanMails, leave this field blank.
11. Run on PC ID – This is a required field in order to allow the job to automatically run. From the
previous screen, copy and paste the computer name and log in ID for this job. If either the
computer name or the login ID do not match, the job will not run. This will allow you to
schedule different jobs to run on different machines.
12. Details/notes – Freeform Notes field that can be used to leave instructions.
13. Enter program name with parameters to run – Indicates what the job will do. Enter a program
name here from the grid in the previous pages of this document.
14. Last run stats – This section will tell you the date, time, and status of the last time this job ran.
A successful run will show a status of “SUCCESS”. If the job did not run successfully, it will show
“ERROR”. This section will also show you the date and time the job was placed on hold if it is on
hold as well as the date time and user indicating when the job was last activated.
15. Frequency – Indicates if the job is to run daily, weekly, or monthly.
16. On – This field with show either the day of the week that a job will run if the job is set to weekly
or the day of the month if the job is set to run monthly.
a. This field does not exist if daily jobs.
b. For monthly jobs, enter the number day of the month to identify on what day this job will
run for each month. If the job should run at the end of the month, select either 28 or 01
because if you select 31, the job will not run on a month that has only 30 days.
c. For Hourly, 15MIN and 5Min select the time it is to start and end. Example: 0800,2300
17. Excl Saturday – If checked, the job will not run if it is Saturday. Only works if the job is set to run
daily.
18. Excl Sunday – If checked, the job will not run if it is Sunday. Only works if the job is set to run
daily.
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19. Next Run Date – Use this field to set the date that you would like for the job to run next. Use
[Set date] to select a date or manually type the date into the date field.
20. Set the hours and minutes in the Time field to identify time in the day that this job should run.
Simply selecting the time will not set this time, you must click [Set time] after time is selected.
Failure to click this button will result in the time reverting back to the original time of the job
when you exit out of the screen.
21. If you have multiple jobs all set to run at the same time, you can prioritize each of these jobs by
entering a number from 1 to 99.
22. [Set order] – Helps identify all jobs set to run at the same time as the current job. You will be
given a list of all jobs set to run at that time. If your current job is dependent on another job
running, for example if the current job was an EDI import but another job to download the
import file from an FTP site must run first, we can identify that other job in the Run if Done field.
Grab the other jobs TaskID and enter it here. This way, if the other job does not run, for
whatever reason, the current job will not run either. If this current job does not depend on
another job from running, leave this field blank. [Select Job] will allow you to see a listing of all
other jobs and their TaskID. Double-clicking on an item in this list will populate that jobs TaskID
automatically.
23. Run if done – Indicates the job ID of another job that must run first with a status of success.
24. Select job – Displays a list of jobs along with their job ID. Double-click on a job to select it and
populate the Run if done field
25. Run process local ok – Check this field to allow a user indicated in the Userlist – users who may
run manual scheduler job field. This allows users to run a job locally on their machine even
though they may not have the security to access the Job Scheduler screen.
26. Run one time – If this checkbox is checked, the job will always go on hold after it runs once. This
is a great feature to allow you to verify something first before each time it runs.
27. Job group – Enter a freeform group name for this job.
28. Report E-Mail – Enter a user or group of users’ email address(s) to send a report or a file via
internet email. Example: ‘Michelle’,’michelle.samlaska@vertican.com’
29. Email Report Using This Filename Formula – Enter a path and filename to email a file to a user.
30. Notify by Email – Enter a user’s email address to enable the system to email the user when the
job is ran. Example: ‘Michelle’,’michelle.samlaska@vertican.com’
31. If Error Email – Enter a user’s email address to allow the system to email that user if a job fails.
Example: ‘Michelle’,’michelle.samlaska@vertican.com’
32. All jobs – Displays a list of all jobs
33. All active jobs – Displays a list of all active jobs
34. Daily active – Displays a list of all daily jobs
35. Active on hold – Displays a list of all active jobs that are also on hold
36. All jobs EDIT mode – Displays a list of all jobs but allows edits to that list
37. See job run history – Displays a run history of the job
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38. Formula – Selecting this will copy a report format name for the user. The two strings between
the single quotes must be edited. The first set of single quotes is the location of the file, and the
second is the report format (e.g., .xls, .pdf). Use caution, as selecting this button will overwrite
anything written in the box already.

Send a File or Report Using Internet Email
Note that to use this function, a QLAWSERV user account has to be set up as a qlaw user and the Email
SMTP email tab must be filled in. If the QLAWSERV account is not set up with this, no emails can be sent.
In the Report E-Mail field, the emails must begin with a “friendly name” a comma, then the email
address. Both the friendly name and email address must be encapsulated with single quotes. Multiple
email addresses must be separated by semi-colons:
‘Michelle Samlaska’, ‘michelle.samlaska@vertican,com’; ‘Qlaw Support’,
‘qlaw.support@vertican.com’

Sending a File from Job Scheduler
Set up the job as a normal job but leave blank the Enter program name with parameters to run field.
In the Email Report Using This Filename Formula field enter a fully qualified filename including path to
send a fixed report attachment and encapsulate in single quotes:
‘U:\qlaw\logs\dailylogfile.txt’
Or enter an expression used to create a daily report file name:
'u:\qlaw\logs\ SOL-Update-log-' + Substr(Dtoc( Date() ),7,4)+ Substr(Dtoc( Date() ),1,2)+ Substr(Dtoc(
Date() ),4,2)+ '-*.txt'
The above will search for a file pattern matching SOL-Update-log- + year + month + day and would find
this file:
SOL-Update-log-20110910.txt and will email this file to the list of email recipients
If no matching report file is found job scheduler will not send any emails:
Note that if multiple files match the file pattern all files will be sent as attachments, one email per report
file.

Set a Job Flag to Permit Job to be Run on a User’s Local PC
If the Run Local PC ok checkbox is checked and a valid user is entered in the Userlist – users who may
run manual scheduler job field, that user may be able to start that job on their local pc. To select a job
to run, navigate to Maintenance  System Maintenance - Admin tab and then click [Submit non local
job to Scheduler]. Select the job from the list and click [Select record]. Click [Yes] in the Confirm to Run
Job window.
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Options to Enter Program Name with Parameters to Run
The job scheduler can be configured to run specific reports from the reports and query screen directly
from the job scheduler. After creating a new job, you will be required to enter the following:
1. Enter Program Name with Parameters to Run field - In this field enter the following string:
Do runreport in autorun with 664, "LAST7DAYS"
•
•
•

"Do runreport in autorun" – This string designates the name of the program that is going to
be run.
"With 664" - This is the report number from reports and query that will be run.
"LAST7DAYS" - Designates the date range that will be used in the report. It is required that
this field is included and, if your report does not require a date range, simply tack on any
date range designation such as "TODAY". Below is the list of options for the date range

2. Below is a list of the date range options that can be entered into the "Enter program name with
parameters to run" field.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TODAY = DATE()
YESTERDAY = date()-1
THISWEEK = first day is Monday of this week to current day of week
LASTWEEK = first day is Monday of prior week until Sunday of prior week
THISMONTH = first day of month until current date
LASTMONTH = last month begin and end dates
THISYEAR = This year's begin date until current date
LASTYEAR = last year's begin and end dates
LAST7DAYS = date()-7 to date()
LAST14DAYS = date()-14 to date()
LAST21DAYS = date()-21 to date()
LAST30DAYS = date()-30 to date()
LAST60DAYS = date()-60 to date()
LAST90DAYS = date()-90 to date()
LAST365DAYS = date()-365 to date()
NEXT30DAYS = date()to date()+60
NEXT60DAYS = date() to date()+60
NEXT90DAYS = date() to date()+90
NEXT365DAYS = date() to date()+365
LAST2DAYS = last 2 days
LAST3DAYS = last 3 days
ALLDAYS = from beginning of time
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